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The oliguria of acute renal failure has been attributed to tubular obstruction (1-12), "leakage" of the glomerular filtrate through rents in the tubular wall (13-19), and vascular mechanisms of various types (20-25). In a previous paper, it was shown that the oliguria of mercury-induced acute renal failure in the rat reflects a primary decrease in glomerular filtration rate and cannot be attributed to tubular mechanisms (26). The applicability of these findings to most types of acute renal failure occurring in humans may be questioned, however, because of the very dissimilar etiologies and the known effect of large doses of mercury on the renal circulation (27). The present study concerns the events leading to the development of oliguria in glycerol-induced hemoglobinuric acute renal failure, a model more closely akin to the syndrome of acute renal failure in man.

Methods

Sprague-Dawley and Cobb female rats weighing approximately 200 g were placed in metabolic cages for at least 1 day before experimentation. Their consumption of food and water (allowed ad libitum) as well as their weight changes and urine output during this time were recorded. Rats designated as "dehydrated" were given free access to food but deprived of drinking water for 24 hours before glycerol injection. They lost an average of 8% of body weight in the period of dehydration, during which time their food intake was one-third less than that of nondehydrated animals. Blood samples were obtained by cardiac puncture from a number of glycerol-injected animals and dehydrated control rats that were exempted from micropuncture studies to determine the change in their blood urea nitrogen (BUN) occurring over a 48-hour period. BUN was measured on 0.2-ml samples by a modification of the urease method of Gentry and Kow (28). Urinary osmolalities were determined with an Advanced osmometer.

Acute renal failure was induced by injecting 50% glycerol in water into the muscle of both hind limbs at a total dose of 10 ml per kg of body weight. Within 2 hours after this injection, the urine was found to be burgundy red in color due to the presence of heme pigments.

The animals were subjected to micropuncture experiments at times ranging from 30 minutes to 26 hours after glycerol injection. They were anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital given intraperitoneally at a dose of 40 to 50 mg per kg body weight. Their blood pressure was monitored as described earlier (26) either by a tail cuff microphone method or intra-arterial manometry. Although hypotension typically did not occur, animals whose mean arterial blood pressure was less than 85 mm Hg were excluded from micropuncture study. The left kidney was exposed through an abdominal incision and carefully dissected free of the perirenal fat. The renal hilus was disturbed as little as possible, and the renal capsule was left intact. The kidney was placed in a Lucite holder to minimize its displacement with respiration. Its surface was covered with warm mineral oil to prevent drying and to aid in visualization of the renal structures.

Micropuncture methods were those described in an earlier paper (26). In short, proximal tubular hydrostatic pressure was measured by a modification of the manometric method of Wirz (29), using a water manometer to obtain maximal definition of the end point. The manometer was calibrated at zero pressure before each measurement. Glomerular filtration rate and fractional water absorption were determined at least 30 minutes after the injection of 40 µc of 14C-labeled inulin 4 in 0.3 to 0.5 ml of 140 mM NaCl. Labeled inulin, 130 µc per 5 ml
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saline, was injected intravenously at a rate equal to the predicted inulin excretion rate immediately thereafter and throughout the micropuncture experiments, using a Braun microperfusion pump and siliconized precision-ground syringes. Proximal tubular fluid was collected with small well-beveled pipettes, and the usual precautions were taken against fluid leakage at the puncture site. Collections were made at a rate closely approximating spontaneous flow rate as previously described (26), the time of collection being measured to the nearest second. The puncture site in the proximal tubule was determined by the intratubular injection of latex and subsequent microdissection of the nephron, as described by Bott (30). Sample volumes were measured in a pre-calibrated, 0.2 mm i.d. constant bore capillary tube, with meniscus error minimized and evaporation prevented by filling the tip of the capillary tube with a 7:3 mixture of chloroform and liquid silicone. Samples varied in size from 0.01 to 0.08 μl, and those smaller than 0.015 μl were discarded because of the possibility of excessive measurement error in such small samples. Before and after each tubular fluid collection, a 0.1-ml blood sample was taken from the tail for determination of the plasma inulin-\(^3^C\) concentration. Radioactivity was measured in a Nuclear-Chicago liquid scintillation counter at an efficiency of 60%. Glomerular filtration rate of individual nephrons was determined from the plasma concentrations and the timed excretion of \(^3^C\)-labeled inulin. Fractional water absorption was determined from the tubular fluid to plasma inulin-\(^3^C\) concentration ratio (TF/P\(_{\text{fr}}\)) without correction for the water content of plasma.

Direct qualitative estimates of proximal tubular water absorption were made in a number of experiments without relying on the assumption of tubular impermeability to inulin. In these experiments, a drop of Sudan black-stained mineral oil was injected into the proximal tubule and allowed to pass distal to the pipette tip. A second oil droplet was injected rapidly in such a way that a short segment of tubular fluid was trapped between the two droplets. This maneuver was difficult in tubules with adequate flow, since the droplets tended to be washed rapidly away, but it could be readily accomplished in tubules with reduced flow. By aspirating the propelling tubular fluid as it reached the pipette the oil droplets were held stationary long enough for us to observe the rate of absorption of the trapped segment of tubular fluid. Without resorting to serial photographs, estimates of this type are necessarily inexact. We made only gross estimates of water absorption, therefore, and judged absorption assessed by the rate of disappearance of the segment of tubular fluid to be minimal or absent, moderately decreased, or indistinguishable from normal.

Frequently, after the injection of glycerol, tubular fluid flow rates were too slow to permit the collection of a sample of proximal tubular fluid large enough for accurate measurement. To obtain an estimate of the rate of flow in such tubules, we injected a drop of Sudan black-stained mineral oil, approximately 1 tubular lumen diameter in length, into proximal tubules. Flow rate was estimated qualitatively by observing the rate at which the oil droplet moved down the nephron. In both normal tubules and those with decreased fluid flow rates, such oil droplets passed freely along the tubule. Reasonable qualitative correlation was found between flow rate estimated in this way and flow rate measured by volume collection, although small differences in flow could not be detected by the eye.

**Results**

Rats given free access to water in the 24 hours before glycerol injection drank an average of 34 ± 5 (SE) ml water and excreted 7 ± 1 ml urine during this time. In the 24-hour period after glycerol injection, their mean water intake was 23 ± 2 ml and urinary volume averaged 8 ± 2 ml. Oliguria, defined as the excretion of less than 3 ml of urine in 24 hours, was found in 30% of the animals of this group. The BUN concentration measured in a series of 24 of these 41 rats rose from a control mean value of 13 ± 0.4 (SE) to 64 ± 49 mg per 100 ml (range 13 to 227 mg per 100 ml) in 48 hours. Twenty-three of 27 rats deprived of water for 24 hours before glycerol injection developed oliguria or anuria that lasted at least 24 hours. Sixteen of these rats were totally anuric, and five had urinary volumes of less than 1 ml per 24 hours. Their mean BUN concentration during the control period was 13 ± 1 mg per 100 ml, and it rose to 222 ± 13 mg per 100 ml 48 hours afterward.

The urinary volume of 75 rats that were deprived of water for 24 hours but did not receive glycerol averaged 1 ± 0.2 (SE) ml. The urine of these rats was maximally concentrated to a mean osmolality of 2,910 ± 27 mOsm per kg. When water deprivation was continued for a total of 72 hours, the BUN concentration rose minimally to 17 ± 1 mg per 100 ml. By contrast, 27 dehydrated rats receiving glycerol excreted urine with a mean osmolality of 1,506 ± 162 mOsm per kg in the 48-hour period after injection, a value significantly lower than that of dehydrated control rats (p < 0.001). Most of these animals did not drink sufficient water in the 24-hour period after glycerol to reattain their original weight. Two of the three rats that drank sufficient water to rechallenge their predehydration weight, however, were totally anuric, and the third animal excreted 1 ml urine during this period. The BUN concentrations of these rats were 230, 254, and 145 mg per 100 ml, respectively, 48 hours after glycerol injection.
Gross appearance of the kidney. The sequential changes in the appearance of the kidney surface after glycerol injection are summarized in Table I. There was moderate variation in the time at which hemoglobin first appeared in individual tubules of a single kidney that must be attributed to variation in glomerular filtration rates among nephrons in the first few minutes after glycerol injection. The changes observed in dehydrated and nondehydrated rats were similar qualitatively, but were considerably more severe in the dehydrated animals. The improvement in the appearance of the nephrons was notably slower, and maximally involved tubules were seen approximately twice as frequently in these rats (see Table I).

The kidneys of 18 control animals that had been deprived of water for 24 hours before study were only slightly different from normal. Their tubular epithelium had a slightly granular appearance, and the peritubular capillary circulation of the surface vessels was thought to be minimally reduced. This appearance correlated with decreased glomerular filtration rate and tubular fluid flow rate, to be described later. There was little variation, if any, in the appearance of tubules of individual kidneys of these animals.

Tubular fluid flow rate. For the first 4 hours after rats were injected with glycerol, their proximal tubular fluid flow rate was markedly diminished. Flow in the majority of tubules was too slow to permit quantitative measurements, although considerable variation in flow was apparent. To document this variation, we made qualitative estimates of the rate of flow by observing the rate at which a small droplet of Sudan black-stained mineral oil passed down the tubule. Flow rates were judged to be normal, reduced, greatly

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Time} & \textbf{Change} & \textbf{Fraction of tubules involved} \\
\hline
5 to 10 minutes & Marked pallor with decrease in peritubular capillary circulation, decrease in size of tubular lumina, and pale tubular epithelium despite normal blood pressure. & \cellcolor{white} & \cellcolor{white} \\
15 to 30 minutes & & \cellcolor{white} & \cellcolor{white} \\
(30 to 45 in dehydrated rats) & Hemoglobin-stained fluid first appears in tubular lumina. Peritubular capillary circulation improving. & \cellcolor{white} & \cellcolor{white} \\
1 hour & All tubular lumina contain red fluid, tubular epithelium pale and granular, and tubular flow rate reduced. & \cellcolor{white} & \cellcolor{white} \\
2 to 4 hours & No visible lumina, granular epithelium, absent flow. Variable size lumina, red fluid, granular epithelium, reduced flow rate. Peritubular capillary circulation almost normal. & \cellcolor{white} & \cellcolor{white} \\
(3 to 4 in dehydrated rats) & & \cellcolor{white} & \cellcolor{white} \\
3 hours & & \cellcolor{white} & \cellcolor{white} \\
18 to 26 hours & White, granular tubules with no visible lumina or flow intermixed with: Tubules with various size lumina, clear tubular fluid, granular epithelium. Some tubules with dark red casts. & \cellcolor{white} & \cellcolor{white} \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Change in the appearance of the kidney surface during the first 26 hours after glycerol injection*}
\end{table}

* Observations were made in vivo under a dissecting microscope at 160 X.
reduced, and minimal or absent; the results in control animals and those that received glycerol are shown in Figure 1. Little variation in flow rate could be detected in tubules of individual kidneys of normal control and dehydrated control rats. Flow rate in the latter group uniformly appeared somewhat decreased in accord with the quantitative determinations described below. In the 4-hour period after the intramuscular injection of glycerol, 63% of 131 tubules of 26 nondehydrated rats were judged to have minimal or absent flow, an additional 25% of tubules had variously reduced flow, and flow rate in the remainder was little different from normal. Quantitative measurements discussed below, however, did not reveal any tubules with normal proximal tubular fluid flow at this stage. Tubular fluid flow rate was more greatly reduced in animals that had been dehydrated for 24 hours before glycerol injection. Ninety-five per cent of 65 tubules of 12 rats had minimal or absent flow, and the remainder had seriously reduced flow.

From 18 to 26 hours after glycerol injection, qualitative estimates of tubular fluid flow rate were obtained in 71 nephrons of 13 nondehydrated rats. Twenty-nine per cent of tubules now had minimal or absent flow, whereas flow was variously reduced in an additional 65%, and seemingly normal flow was found in 6% of nephrons. Flow was totally lacking in about two-thirds of nephrons of dehydrated-glycerol-injected rats at this time, the vast majority of such nephrons being totally collapsed, whereas flow in the other third of the tubules was judged to be poor (Figure 1). The impairment of tubular fluid flow rate determined by this qualitative method correlated quite well with the degree of tubular abnormality seen under the dissecting microscope (Table I).

**Quantitative measurement of proximal tubular fluid flow rate.** When possible, the rate of tubular fluid flow in individual proximal tubules was determined directly from the volume of fluid that could be collected over a timed interval. Because an increasing fraction of the glomerular filtrate is absorbed as fluid passes along the proximal tubule, the rate at which fluid can be collected is related to the site at which fluid is aspirated. This site was not determined in all experiments performed in this series. We assumed that the distribution of collection sites in a large number of proximal tubules is sufficiently random to permit comparison of mean values in different experimental series. Mean flow rate in 29 proximal tubules of nine nondehydrated control animals was 17.3 ± 1.2 (SE) ml per tubule per minute (Table II), a value significantly higher than 9.2 ± 0.8 ml per tubule per minute obtained in 17 proximal tubules of eight dehydrated control animals (p < 0.001).

The rate of flow in tubules of a single kidney of nondehydrated hemoglobinuric animals was variable. In general, however, flow was so greatly decreased that fluid samples adequate for accurate measurement could be obtained only from those proximal tubules on the kidney surface that had the least abnormal appearance. The mean proximal tubular fluid flow rate in 15 tubules of nine nondehydrated rats studied 45 minutes to 4 hours after glycerol injection was 7.0 ± 1.4 ml per tubule per minute, a value only 41% of that of nondehydrated control animals (p < 0.001). Eighteen to 26 hours after glycerol, proximal tubular fluid flow rate was 10.0 ± 0.9 ml per tubule per minute, a value not significantly different from the 4-hour value, but greatly less than control values (p < 0.001). A meaningful number of samples adequate in size for accurate measurement could not be obtained from proximal tubules of dehydrated rats at either 4 hours or 18 to 26 hours after glycerol injection.

**Glomerular filtration rate.** GFR was determined from the clearance of 14C-labeled inulin in individual nephrons of normal and glycerol-injected animals. Mean GFR in 29 tubules of nine nondehydrated control rats was 38.8 ± 2.2 (SE) ml per tubule per minute (Table II), a value statistically indistinguishable from 42 ± 2 ml per tubule per minute previously obtained in this laboratory (26). Interestingly, GFR measured in 17 tubules of eight rats that had been deprived of water for 24 hours averaged only 23.3 ± 1.9 ml per tubule per minute, a value 41% less than that of the nondehydrated controls (p < 0.001).

Tubular fluid samples large enough for accurate measurement were difficult to obtain in nondehydrated rats studied from 45 minutes to 4 hours after glycerol injection. Mean GFR in 15 tubules of nine nondehydrated glycerol-injected rats was 14.7 ± 2.3 ml per tubule per minute, a value significantly less than that of both nondehydrated and
dehydrated control animals (p < 0.001). Between 18 and 26 hours after glycerol injection mean GFR in 20 tubules of eight nondehydrated rats was 18.4 ± 2.5 mml per tubule per minute, a value significantly less than that of nondehydrated controls (p < 0.001). It must be stressed, however, that this figure was derived from tubules with the least abnormal appearance and most rapid flow rate; flow was too slow in most of the remaining tubules to permit accurate volume measurement and, therefore, GFR determination. An insufficient number of samples adequate in size for assessment of GFR could be obtained from dehydrated rats within the first 26 hours after glycerol injection.

Water absorption in the proximal tubule. Fractional water absorption was calculated from the tubular fluid to plasma inulin concentration ratio. The mean TF/Pln of 29 samples obtained from nine nondehydrated control rats was 2.4 ± 0.2 (SE), a value not significantly different from 2.7 ± 0.2, the mean of 17 samples obtained from eight dehydrated control animals (Table II). Fractional water absorption measured in 15 tubules of ten nondehydrated rats between 45 minutes and 4 hours after glycerol injection was 2.4 ± 0.2, a value indistinguishable from that obtained in the control period. Eighteen to 26 hours after glycerol injection, however, the TF/Pln in 20 tubules of eight nondehydrated rats was reduced to 1.8 ± 0.1 (p < 0.05). Fractional water absorption values in 15 tubules of six control nondehydrated and in 9 tubules of five control dehydrated rats, and 9 tubules examined from 1 to 4 hours after glycerol injection in six nondehydrated rats, are shown as a function of the site of tubular puncture in Figure 2, A. Whereas these curves are not significantly different from one another, a significant decrease in water absorption measured in 12 tubules of six nondehydrated rats was seen 18 to 26 hours after the induction of acute renal failure (Figure 2, B).

Mean value for absolute water absorption of nondehydrated control rats, calculated from the fractional water absorption and the GFR, was 21.4 ± 1.7 mml per tubule per minute (Table II). Although fractional water absorption was not different in dehydrated control rats, the considerably lower GFR in these animals resulted in a decreased absolute water absorption rate of 14.1 ± 1.6 mml per tubule per minute (p < 0.01). Again, because of the greatly reduced GFR, absolute water absorption of nondehydrated rats in the 4-hour period after glycerol injection was considerably less than that of controls (p < 0.001); a mean of 9.1 ± 1.5 mml per tubule per minute was obtained. Such animals studied 18 to 26 hours after glycerol injection had a mean absolute water absorption rate of 8.4 ± 1.8 mml per tubule per minute. As before, it should be recognized that the value obtained reflects only those tubules with the least abnormal appearance, a patent lumen, and a tubular flow rate that was adequate for accurate measurement.

| TABLE II |
| Tubular fluid flow rate, glomerular filtration rate, tubular fluid to plasma inulin concentration ratios, and absolute water absorption in individual nephrons 0 to 4 and 18 to 26 hours after glycerol injections |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No. of tubules/No. of rats</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Glycerol, 0 to 4 hours</th>
<th>Glycerol, 18 to 26 hours</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nondehydrated (29/9)</td>
<td>Dehydrated (17/8)</td>
<td>Nondehydrated (15/9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tubular fluid flow rate (mml per tubule per minute)</td>
<td>17.3 ± 1.2†</td>
<td>9.2 ± 0.8‡</td>
<td>7.0 ± 1.4‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glomerular filtration rate (mml per tubule per minute)</td>
<td>38.8 ± 2.2</td>
<td>23.3 ± 1.9‡</td>
<td>14.7 ± 2.3‡</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TF/Pln*</td>
<td>2.4 ± 0.2</td>
<td>2.7 ± 0.2</td>
<td>2.4 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolute water absorption (mml per tubule per minute)</td>
<td>21.4 ± 1.7</td>
<td>14.1 ± 1.6§</td>
<td>9.1 ± 1.5‡</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Tubular fluid to plasma inulin concentration ratio. † All values given are mean ± standard error. ‡ Statistically less than nondehydrated control value, p < 0.001. § Statistically less than nondehydrated control value, p < 0.01. || Statistically less than nondehydrated control value, p < 0.05.
To assess water absorption directly without the use of inulin, the rate of absorption of a segment of tubular fluid between two oil droplets was estimated in tubules exhibiting varying degrees of abnormality. No difference in water absorption between dehydrated and nondehydrated control rats could be detected by this gross method. In the 4-hour period after glycerol injection, 18 observations were made in six nondehydrated rats and 12 in six dehydrated rats. In each instance, the rate of tubular fluid absorption was considered to be decreased. Water absorption 18 to 26 hours after glycerol injection was judged to be decreased in eight, and normal or nearly normal in 7 tubules of five nondehydrated rats. It was greatly diminished in 8 tubules of five dehydrated glycerol-treated rats studied at this time. In no instance was an increased rate of absorption of proximal tubular fluid observed.

**Proximal tubular hydrostatic pressure.** Proximal tubular hydrostatic pressure in 71 nephrons of ten nondehydrated control rats was $15.5 \pm 0.1$ (SE) cm H$_2$O, a value almost identical with that found in an earlier series (26). The mean pressure in 51 proximal tubules of ten dehydrated control rats was $15.0 \pm 0.2$ cm H$_2$O, a pressure slightly less than that of nondehydrated control rats, significant at the 5% confidence limit (Figure 3). Fifteen minutes to 4 hours after glycerol injection, proximal tubular hydrostatic pressure decreased greatly. The decrease was more marked in dehydrated than nondehydrated animals ($p < 0.001$), the mean of 81 measurements in 19 non-
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**Figure 2.** Percentage of filtered volume absorbed in individual proximal tubules related to site of sample collection. No significant difference in water absorption is seen in the groups depicted in Figure 2, A. Water absorption is significantly reduced, however, 18 to 26 hours after glycerol injection, as shown in Figure 2, B.

![Figure 3](image2.png)

**Figure 3.** Proximal tubular intraluminal hydrostatic pressure in control and glycerol-treated animals. The number of nephrons and animals is indicated above each column. Nondehydrated and dehydrated groups are designated A and B, respectively. The bar at the top of each column represents 1 SEM.
dehydrated rats being 9.0 ± 0.1 cm H₂O, whereas that found in 58 measurements from ten glycerol-injected, dehydrated rats was 4.8 ± 0.3 cm H₂O. These values were derived from tubules that had a lumen of sufficient size to permit the accurate assessment of intratubular pressure. Although the intratubular pressure of tubules lacking a distinct lumen could not be ascertained with certainty, the fact that it usually was possible to inject fluid into these tubules at a pressure of 1 to 5 cm H₂O indicates that external compression alone was not responsible for the collapse of their lumina. Hemoglobin-stained fluid present in most tubules with visible lumina during this period often could be washed down the tubular lumen with isotonic saline injected at physiologic intratubular pressures (15 to 20 cm H₂O). As the tubular fluid flow rate progressively decreased with time, however, hemoglobin casts were less easily dislodged. Since the intratubular pressure of nephrons containing such casts remained low, the persistence of these casts appeared to be the result of a primary decrease in flow rate, rather than the cause of it. Proximal tubular hydrostatic pressure was still subnormal when measured 18 to 26 hours after glycerol injection. The mean value of 39 nephrons in ten nondehydrated rats was 10.5 ± 0.7 (SE) cm H₂O. Fifty measurements of hydrostatic pressure in 11 dehydrated animals also had a mean value of 10.5 ± 0.4 cm H₂O. The identity of the means is rather misleading, however. Pressure measurements could be made in most tubules of nondehydrated animals studied at this time; the given value thus represented the mean of most of the nephron population. By contrast, pressure was measurable in only a minority of tubules of dehydrated glycerol-injected rats. White granular tubules with no visible lumen predominated on the kidney surface of dehydrated animals, and intratubular pressure in such tubules was unmeasurable by the method used. Fluid almost invariably could be injected into these tubules at a pressure less than 5 cm H₂O, which is greatly less than 10.5 cm H₂O given for the less seriously involved tubules. Nonetheless, proximal tubular hydrostatic pressure measured at this time was considerably improved over the value obtained 4 hours after glycerol was injected in dehydrated rats (p < 0.001).

Discussion

Glycerol-induced hemoglobinuria has been used with increasing frequency as a means of causing acute tubular necrosis in experimental animals (31–38). The histologic lesions produced in this manner have been well described, and seem to be consistent from study to study. In appearance, distribution, and reversibility they closely resemble the lesions seen in the kidney of man with acute renal failure due to transfusion accidents or crush injury (33).

The mechanism by which glycerol injected intramuscularly or subcutaneously causes the functional and anatomic changes of acute renal failure is unknown. Glycerol itself is not toxic to tubular epithelium (33, 37), and hemoglobinuria per se has been shown not to cause acute renal failure in the rat (38, 39). Carroll, Kovács, and Tapp have postulated recently that glycerol predisposes to the development of acute tubular necrosis by producing a combination of hemoglobinuria and renal ischemia (38). These authors found marked and patchy ischemia of large segments of the renal cortex as long as 4 hours after glycerol was injected subcutaneously into rats, although Finckh did not find evidence of cortical ischemia in rat kidneys 2½ hours after a comparable dose of glycerol was injected (40). Shortly after the injection of glycerol in the present study, peritubular capillary and arteriolar flow on the kidney surface decreased to such an extent that the kidney blanched. The rats were not hypotensive, however; their mean blood pressure was little different from pre-injection values. Although cardiac output and peripheral vascular resistance have not been measured under these experimental conditions, an increase in renal vascular resistance appears to be the most likely cause of such a severe decrease in renal blood flow.

Neurogenic and hormonal responses to pain may be suspected of playing a role in this phenomenon, since the rats showed obvious discomfort after glycerol was injected. The anesthetization with pentobarbital of a number of rats before, and for two or more hours after, glycerol injection did not, however, appear to modify the vascular response or prevent the subsequent development of acute renal failure in other rats not subjected to laparotomy (41). Of more likely significance is the fact that the intravenous injection of an otherwise
innocuous dose of homologous hemoglobin has been shown by Carroll and his associates to cause marked cortical ischemia when associated with the acute sequestration of extracellular fluid in the peritoneal space (38). A comparable mechanism may be involved here. After glycerol was injected into the hind limbs of rats, their thighs became so greatly swollen that a rapid alteration in body fluid compartments must have occurred. Such a mechanism would readily explain the increased severity of the lesion seen in animals with body water contraction caused by 24 hours of water deprivation.

This relationship between the development of oliguric acute renal failure and dehydration has been reported to exist in other experimental models (39, 42), as well as in human disease (43). The adverse effect of dehydration has been attributed to a direct effect of antidiuretic hormone (ADH) on urinary concentration and flow rate in the distal segments of the nephron (39, 44, 45). Neither of these features needs be present in the development of oliguric acute renal failure, however. Severe renal failure was induced in all of ten Valtin strain rats with congenital hypothalamic diabetes insipidus (46), which excreted daily volumes of maximally dilute urine greater than two-thirds of their body weight at the time that a standard dose of glycerol was injected (47). It is interesting to speculate on the possible role of renin in producing the observed changes, since plasma volume depletion is a potent stimulus for renin release (48). Since the renin-angiotension axis is said to have a profound effect upon renal vascular tone (49–52), an interrelationship between these mechanisms in the development of oliguric acute renal failure may quite properly be suspected.

The outstanding feature in this study of hemo
globinuric oliguria was the diminution or absence of proximal tubular fluid flow that persisted long after the peritubular circulation seemingly had returned to normal. Flow was so severely reduced in animals deprived of water for 24 hours before glycerol injection that it was impossible to collect proximal tubular fluid samples adequate in size for accurate measurement in collection periods lasting as long as 9 minutes. This is in sharp contradistinction to the finding in dehydrated control rats, which also were oliguric, but had reasonably good flow in the proximal tubule (Table I). The cause of the decreased tubular fluid flow rate observed in these experiments was studied whenever possible by measuring the glomerular filtration rate and water absorption in individual nephrons. Even in nondehydrated animals, however, such measurement could be performed only on tubules with the least abnormal appearance after glycerol was injected. The glomerular filtration rate measured in such tubules of individual kidneys of nondehydrated rats 45 minutes to 4 hours after glycerol injection averaged only 38% of control values, the true mean GFR of the entire surface nephron population undoubtedly being far lower. Despite considerable improvement in the appearance of the kidney and restitution of peritubular capillary flow, glomerular filtration measured 24 hours after glycerol injection was still greatly reduced (Table I). It should be remembered, however, that fewer than 30% of nondehydrated rats developed oliguria. Even in the absence of oliguria, therefore, the kidney responded to the intramuscular injection of glycerol with a sharp and prolonged decrease in GFR. GFR was judged to be minimal or absent in virtually all nephrons of the predictably oliguric or anuric dehydrated glycerol-injected rats studied in the 26-hour period after glycerol injection.

The leakage of inulin across damaged tubular epithelium in these experiments must be considered a possible source of error in the measurement of both GFR and water absorption. In addition, the low proximal tubular fluid flow rate that was found might be attributed to grossly increased water absorption in the manner suggested by the “passive backflow” theory (14). In these experiments, fractional water absorption calculated from the inulin concentration ratio was either normal or decreased. This finding was confirmed directly without resorting to the use of inulin, as the absorption of segments of tubular fluid isolated between two oil droplets in the proximal tubule of glycerol-injected rats never appeared to be increased. In the most abnormal-appearing tubules of dehydrated glycerol-injected rats, absorption was so slow as to be barely appreciable to the eye. It appears that, whereas the transtubular leakage of a certain amount of inulin cannot be disproved in these experiments, leakage of sufficient inulin to invalidate the conclusion that glomerular filtration rate is grossly diminished seems quite unlikely.
It has been suggested that the glomerular filtration rate in acute renal failure is reduced as a result of tubular obstruction, either by intraluminal casts (8–10) or by compression resulting from interstitial edema (11). According to this hypothesis, glomerular filtration is decreased or abolished because of a raised intratubular hydrostatic pressure opposing glomerular capillary filtration pressure. Whereas the presence of partially or completely collapsed tubules may suggest tubular compression, the finding of greatly reduced intratubular pressure concurrent with normal or decreased water absorption by such nephrons excludes extrinsic pressure as the cause of tubular collapse and the observed decrease in GFR.

Although cast formation is found to be an integral part of the pathology in this model, "casts" observed in vivo frequently could be washed down the tubule with isotonic saline injected into the tubule at pressures equal to physiologic intratubular hydrostatic pressure. It was apparent that these casts would have been washed away if normal glomerular filtration rate and intratubular pressure had existed. With the passage of time, they frequently could not be dislodged at physiologic pressure, and, therefore, would appear to be potentially obstructive. Since, however, the hydrostatic pressure of the tubules in which they were contained invariably was low, their persistence is considered to be the result, rather than the initial cause, of the cessation of glomerular filtration.

The small volume of urine excreted by patients in acute renal failure has been said to be derived from a few normally functioning nephrons, the
remaining nephrons being nonfunctional (6). In the present study, normally functioning tubules were not found in oliguric rats with established acute renal failure. As shown in Figure 4, even nephrons of the less abnormal kidneys of non-dehydrated rats could not be divided into normal and nonfunctioning populations, a spectrum of abnormality ranging from total nonfunction to a moderate decrease in GFR, with water absorption and intratubular pressure being observed.

A primary decrease in glomerular filtration rate of sufficient degree to fully explain the observed oliguria of glycerol-induced acute renal failure is apparent from this study. Since this was not due to either hypotension or tubular obstruction, another mechanism must be sought. The rate of glomerular filtration is related to the permeability of the glomerular barrier, the net transglomerular pressure gradient, and the viscosity of the filtrate. It is hard to envisage the virtually complete cessation of filtration seen in hemoglobinemic dehydrated rats resulting from an increase in blood viscosity alone, especially since a comparable change in blood viscosity undoubtedly occurred in non-dehydrated rats, which generally had far greater filtration rates. Total renal blood flow was not measured in these experiments, but Conn, Wilds, and Helwig (24) and Brun and his associates (25), by using inert gas techniques, have found that total renal blood flow in experimental and human acute renal failure is not greatly diminished. Although severe renal ischemia was apparent in the first 4 hours after glycerol injection in the present experiments, the peritubular circulation of the nephrons accessible for micropuncture study thereafter was very adequate as judged by the eye. Neither an increase in total renal vascular resistance nor an effect of vascular shunts (21), therefore, appears likely to have played a significant role in the persistent diminution of GFR. An adequate total renal blood flow and normal arterial blood pressure do not necessarily connote a normal filtration pressure, however. According to current concepts, it is possible to modify glomerular filtration without significantly altering renal perfusion. Total renal blood flow is a direct function of arterial blood pressure and an inverse function of renal vascular resistance. Renal resistance, in turn, is represented essentially by the sum of the afferent and efferent glomerular arteriolar and postglomerular capillary resistances. So long as the sum of these resistances remains constant, individual resistances can be adjusted in any manner without altering blood flow. The present finding of poor glomerular filtration with seemingly adequate blood flow is explicable, therefore, on the basis of afferent arteriolar constriction and equivalent efferent arteriolar dilation with a subsequent fall in intraglomerular filtration pressure. It is intriguing that the abnormalities in GFR, flow rate, hydrostatic pressure, and water absorption in the proximal tubule in these experiments mirror those found in mercury-induced acute renal failure (26), despite the great difference in the modes of renal injury in the two models.

Summary

The cause of oliguria in the early phase of glycerol-induced hemoglobinuric acute renal failure was sought by using micropuncture techniques. A greatly decreased proximal tubular fluid flow rate was found to be associated with oliguria. Neither increased absorption of glomerular filtrate nor obstruction of the tubules was responsible for this decrease in flow. Rather, an extreme reduction in glomerular filtration was found to account for the oliguria. Since intratubular pressure was reduced and the peritubular circulation of the surface nephrons available for micropuncture study was not judged to be greatly diminished, these findings are most logically attributed to an aberration in glomerular afferent-efferent arteriolar tone. A possible role of the renin-angiotension axis in this mechanism merits exploration.
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